
UNIT-5

Clusterins: An lntroduction
What is Clusterins?

clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as every other
problem ofthis kind, it deals with finding a structure in a colection of unlabeled data.

A loose definition of clustering could be "the process of organizing objects into groups whose members
are similar in some way".

A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are "similar,, between them and are ,,dissimilar,, to
the objects belonging to other clusters.

ln this case we easily identify the 4 clusters into which the data can be divided; the similarity criterion is
distance: two or more objects belong to the same cluster if they are "close,, according to a given
distance (in this case geometrical distance). This is called distance-based clustering.

Another kind of clustering is conceptual clustering: two or more objects belong to the same cluster if
this one defines a concept common to all that objects. ln other words, objects are grouped according to
their fit to descriptive concepts, not according to simple similarity measures.

The Goals of Clusterins

so, the goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping in a set of unlabeled data. But how to
decide what constitutes a good clustering? It can be shown that there is no absolute ,,best,, criterion
which would be independent of the final aim of the clustering. Consequently, it is the user which must
supply this criterion, in such a way that the result of the clustering will suit their needs.

For instance, we could be interested in finding representatives for homogeneous groups (data
reduction), in finding "natural clusters" and describe their unknown properties (,,natural,, data types), in
finding useful and suitable groupings ("useful" data classes) or in finding unusuar data objects (outlier
detection).

Possible A lication

Clustering algorithms can be applied in many fields, for instance:

Marketing: flnding groups of customers with similar behavior given a large database of customer data
containing their properties and past buying records;

Biology: classification of plants and animals given their features;



Libra ries: book ordering;

lnsurance: identifying groups of motor insurance policy holders with a high average claim cost;

identifying frauds;

City-planning: identifying Sroups of houses according to their house type, value and geographical

location;

Earthquake studies: clustering observed earthquake epicenters to identify dangerous zones;

Requirements

The rnain uirements that a clusterins aleorithm should satisfv a re:

scalability;

dealing with different types of attributes;

discovering clusters with arbitrary shape;

minimal requirements for domain knowledge to determine input parameters;

ability to deal with noise and outliers;

insensitivity to order of input records;

high dimensionality;

interpretability and usability.

Problems

There are a numbe r of Droblems wIth clustering ong the m:

current clusterinB techniques do not address all the requirements adequately (and concurrently);

dealing with large number of dimensions and Iarge number of data items can be problematic because of

time complexity;

the effectiveness of the method depends on the definition of "distance" (for distance-based clustering);

if an obvious distance measure doesn't exist we must "define" it, which is not always easy, especially in

m ulti-d imensiona I spaces;

the result of the clustering algorithm (that in many cases can be arbitrary itself) can be interpreted in

d iffe re nt ways.

Clustering AlSorithms



ln the first case data are grouped in an exclusive way, so that if a certain datum belongs to a definite
cluster then it could not be included in another cluster. A simple example of that is shown in the figure
below, where the separation of points is achieved by a straight line on a bi-dimensional plane.

On the contrary the second type, the overlapping clustering, uses fuzzy sets to cluster data, so that each
point may belong to two or more clusters with different degrees of membership. ln this case, data will
be associated to an appropriate membership value.

lnstead, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is based on the union between the two nearest clusters. The
beginning condition is realized by setting every datum as a cluster. After a few iterations it reaches the
final clusters wanted.

Finally, the last kind of clustering use a completely probabilistic approach

ln this tutorial we propose four of the most used clustering algorithms:

K-mea ns

Fuzzy C-means

Hierarchical clustering

Mixture of Gaussians

Each of these algorithms belongs to one of the clustering types listed above. so that, K-means is an
exclusive clustering algorithm, Fuzzy c-means is an overlapping clustering algorithm, Hierarchical
clustering is obvious and lastly Mixture of Gaussian is a probabilistic clustering algorithm. We will discuss
about each clustering method in the following paragraphs.

Distance Measure

An important component of a clustering algorithm is the dista nce measure between data points. lf the
components of the data instance vectors are all in the same physical units then it is possible that the
simple Euclidean distance metric is sufficient to successfully group similar K-Means clustering

K-Means clustering intends to partition n objects into k clusters in which each object belongs to the

Classification

Clusterins algorithms may be classified as listed below:

Exclusive Clustering

overlapping Clustering

Hierarchical Clustering

Probabilistic Clustering



cluster with the nearest mean. This method produces exactly k different clusters of greatest possible
distinction. The best number of clusters k leading to the greatest separation (distance) is not known as a

priori and must be computed from the data. The objective of K-Means clustering is to minimize total
intra-cluster variance, or, the squared error function:
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Clusters the data into k groups where k is predefined.

Select k points at random as cluster centers.

Assign objects to their closest cluster center according to the Euclidean distance function.

Calculate the centroid or mean of all objects in each cluster.

Repeat steps 2,3 and 4 untilthe same points are assigned to each cluster in consecutive rounds.

K-Means is relatively an efficient method. However, we need to specify the number of clusters, in

advance and the final results are sensitive to initialization and often terminates at a local optimum.
Unfortunately there is no globaltheoretical method to find the optimal number of clusters. A practical

approach is to compare the outcomes of multiple runs with different k and choose the best one based

on a predefined criterion. ln general, a large k probably decreases the error but increases the risk of
overfitting.

Example
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Suppose we want to group the visitors to a website using just their age (a one-dimensional space) as
follows:

L5,L5,L6,19,L9,20,20,21,22,29,35,40,4!,42,43,44,60,6L,65

lnitial clusters:

Centroid (Cr1= 151t0

Centroid (c2l=2212r,

Iteration 1:

C1= 15.33 [1.5,15,16]

C2 = 36.25 [19,L9,20,20,2!,22,29,35,40,4!,42,43,44,60,6!,65)

Iteration 2:

CL = 18.56 [15, 15, 16, 19,19,20,20,21,22)

C2 = 45.90 128,35,4O,4t,42,43,44,60, 6 1, 651

Iteration 3:

C1 = 19. 50 [ 15, 15, 1 6, ]. 9,79,20,20,2'L,2Z,2Bl

C2 = 47 .89 135,40,47,42,43,44,60,61.,65)

Iteration 4:

C1 = 19. 50 [ ]. 5, L 5, 1 6, 1 9,1.9,20,20,2!,22,281

Age



C2 = 47 .89 t35,40,47,42,43,44,60,61,6s1

No change between iterations 3 and 4 has been noted. By using clustering, 2 groups have been
identified 15-28 and 35-65. The initial choice of centroids can affect the output clusters, so the algorithm
is often run multiple times with different starting conditions in order to get a fair view of what the
clusters should be.K Means lnteractivedata instances. However, even in this case the Euclidean distance
can sometimes be misleading.

PAM - ALGORITHM

The most common realisation of k-medoid clustering is the partitioning Around Medoids (pAM)
algorithm. PAM uses a greedy search which may not find the optimum solution, but it is faster than
exhaustive searchIcitation needed]. lt works as follows:

lnitialize: select[citation needed] k of the n data points as the medoids

Associate each data point to the closest medoid.

While the cost of the configuration decreases:

For each medoid m, for each non-medoid data point o:

Swap m and o, recompute the cost (sum of distances of points to their medoid)

lf the total cost of the configuration increased in the previous step, undo the swap

other algorithms than PAM have been suggested in the literature, including the following voronoi
iteration method: [2] [3]

Select initialmedoids

Iterate while the cost decreases:

ln each cluster, make the point that minimizes the sum of distances within the cluster the medoid

Reassign each point to the cluster defined by the closest medoid determined in the previous step.

Demonstration of PAM[edit]

This article's tone or style may not reflect the encyclopedic tone used on wikipedia. see wikipedia,s
guide to writing better articles for suggestions. (september 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message)

Cluster the following data set of ten objects into two clusters i.e. k = 2.

Consider a data set of ten objects as follows:



Figure 1.1 - distribution of the data
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x1076

Step 1[edit]

Figure 1.2 - clusters after step 1

lnitialize k centers.

Let us assume x2 and x8 are selected as medoids, so the centers are rl= (3,41 
"n6s2=(7,4)

Calculate distances to each center so as to associate each data oblect to its nearest medoid. cost is
calculated using Manhattan distance (Minkowski distance metric with r = 1). costs to the nearest
medoid are shown bold in the table.

Cost (distance) to c1

i c1 Data objects (xi)

13425

33438

43447

53462

63464

73473

Cost (distance)

3

4

4

5

3

5



934856

1034766

Cost (distance) to c2

i c2 Data objects (Xi) Cost (distance)

174267

374388

474476

574623

67464L

774731

974852

1074762

Then the clusters become:

clusterl = (3,4)(2,6X3,8X4,7))

s1u51g12 = {(7,4)(6,2X6,4X7,3X8,s)(7,6)}

Since the points (2,6) (3,8) and (a,7) are closer to c1 hence they form one cluster whilst remaining points

form another cluster.

So the total cost involved is 20.

Where cost between any two points is found using formula

{\displaystyle {\mbox{cost}}(x,c)=\sum _{i=1}^{d} lx_{i}-c_{i} | } {\mbox{cost}}(x,c)=\sum

_{ti=r}}"td} | x_{{i}}-c_{{i}} |

where x is any data object, c is the medoid, and d is the dimension ofthe object which in this case is 2

Tota I cost is the summation of the cost of data object from its medoid in its cluster so here:

{\displaystyle {\begin{aligned}{\mbox{total
cost))&=\{{\mbox{cost}}((3,4),(2,6))+{\m box{cost}X(3,4),(3,8))+{\mbox{cost}}((3,4),(4,7))\}\\&-+\{{\mbo

x{cost}X(7,a),(6,2))+{\mbox{cost}}((7,4),(6,4))+{\mbox{cost}}((7,4),(7,3))\\&-+{\mbox{cost}X(7,+),(8,s))+{

\mbox{cost}X(7,+),(7,6))\}\\&=(3+4+4)+(3r1+L+2+2)\\&=20\\\end{alicned}}}

{\beein{alignedX\mbox{tota I



cost))&=\{{\mbox{cost}}((3,a),(2,6))+{\m box{cost}}((3,4),(3,8))+{\mbox{cost}}((3,4),(4,7))\}\\&-+\{{\mbo
x{cost}}((7,4),(6,2))+{\mbox{cost}}((7,a),(6,a))+{\mbox{cost}x(7,4), (7,3))\\&-+{\mbox{cost}x(z,a),(8,s))+{
\mbox{cost}}((7,4),(7,6))\}\\&=(3+4+4)+(3+1+1+2+2)\\&=20\\\end{atisned}}

Step 2[edit]

Figure 1.3 - clusters after step 2

select one of the nonmedoids O,

Let us assume O' = (7,91, i.e. x7 .

5o now the medoids are c1(3, ) and O,(7,3)

lf c1 and O' are new medoids, calculate the total cost involved

By using the formula in the step 1

i c1 Data objects (Xi) Cost (distance)

134263

334384

434474

534625

634643

834744

934856

476

Data objects (Xi)

326

338

347

362

364

374

6

Cost (distance)

9

7

2

2

1

103

7

7

7

7

7

7

1

4

5

6

8



973

1073

8

7

5

6

3

3

{\displaystyle {\begin{aligned}{\mbox{total cost}}&=3+4+4+2+2+1+3+3\\&=22\\\end{atiened}}}

{\begin{aligned}{\mbox{total cost}}&=3+4+4+2+2+1+3+3\\&=22\\\end{aligned}}

So cost of swapping medoid from c2 to O' is

So movinB to O'would be a bad idea, so the previous choice was good. So we try other nonmedoids and

found that our first choice was the best. 5o the configuration does not change and algorithm

Hi e ro rch i co I cl u ste ri nq

ln data mining and statistics, hierarchical clustering (also called hierarchicalcluster analysis or HCA) is a

method of cluster analysis which seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters. Strategies for hierarchical

clustering generally fall into two types:[1]

Agglomerative: This is a "bottom up" approach:each observation starts in its own cluster, and pairs of
clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy.

Divisive: This is a "top down" approach: all observations start in one cluster, and splits are performed

recursively as one moves down the hierarchy.

ln general, the merges and splits are determined in a greedy manner. The results of hierarchical

clustering are usually presented in a dendrogram.

ln the general case, the complexity of agglomerative clusterinB is {\displaystyle O(n^{2}\loC(n))}

{\displaystyle O(n^{2}\log(n))}, tfl which makes them too slow for large data sets. Divisive clustering with

Figure 2. K-medoids versus k-means. FlBs 2.1a-2.1f present a typical example of the k-means

convergence to a local minimum. This result of k-means clustering contradicts the obvious cluster
structure of data set. ln this example, k-medoids algorithm (Figs 2.2a-2.2h) with the same initial position

of medoids (Fig. Z.zal convergestothe obvious cluster structure. The small circles are data points, the
four ray stars are centroids (means), the nine ray stars are medoids.[4]

{\displaystyle {\begin{aligned}S&={\mbox{current total cost}}-{\mbox{past total
cost))\\&=22-20\\&=2>0.\end{aligned}}} {\begin{aligned}S&={\mbox{current total cost}}-{\mbox{past
total cost))\\&=22-20\\&=2>0.\end{aligned}}
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an exhaustive search is {\dispraystyre o(2^{n})} o(2^{n}), which is even worse. However, for some speciar
cases, optimal efficient agglomerative methods (of complexity {\displaystyle O(n^{2}))} {\displaystyte
o(n^{2}))}) are known:5LrNK[2] for singre-rinkage and cLrNK[3] for comprete-rinkage crustering.
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ln order to decide which clusters should be combined (for agglomerative), or where a cluster should be
split (for divisive), a measure of dissimilarity between sets of observations is required. ln most methods
of hierarchical clustering, this is achieved by use of an appropriate metric (a measure of distance
between pairs of observations), and a linkage criterion which specifies the dissimilarity of sets as a
function of the pairwise distances of observations in the sets.

MetricIeditl

Further information: Metric (mathematics)

The choice of an appropriate metric wiI infruence the shape of the crusters, as some erements may be
close to one another according to one distance and farther away according to another. For exampre, rn a
2-dimensional space, the distance between the point (1,0) and the origin (0,0) is arways 1 according to
the usual norms, but the distance between the point (1,1) and the origin (0,0) can be 2 under Manhattan
distance, {\displaystyle \scriptstyle {\sqrt {2}}} \scriptstyle {\sqrt {2}} under Euclidean distance, or L
under maximum distance.

Some commonly used metrics for hierarchical clustering are:[4]

Names Formula

Euclidean distance {\disptaystyte \ la-b\ l_{2}={\sqrt {\sum _{i}(a_{i}_b_{i})^{2}}}) \ I a_b\ l_{2}=(\sq rt
{\sum _{i}(a_{i}-b_{i})^{2}}}

Squared Euclidean distance {\displaystyle \ Ia-b\ l_{2}^{2}=\sum _{i}(a_{i}_b_{i})^{2}}
\ I a-b\ | -{z}"{2}=\sum -{i}(a_{i}-b_{i})^{2}

Manhattan distance {\disptaystyte \ la-b\ l_{1i=\sum _{i} la_{i}_b_{i} | } \ | a_b\ l_{1}=\sum



_{i}la_ti}-b {i}l

maximum distance {\disptaystyte \ | a-b\ l_{\infty }=\max _{i} | a_{i}-b_{i} l } \ | a_b\ l_{\infty }=\max
_{i} la_ti}-b_{i} I

Mahalanobis distance {\displaystyle {\sqrt {(a-b)^{{-1}}(a-b)}} where s is the covariance matrtx

{\top }S^{-1Xa-b)}}} {\sqrt {(a-b)^{{\top })S^A review of cluster analysis in health psychology research
found that the most common distance measure in published studies in that research area is the
Euclidean distance or the squared Euclidean distance,Icitation needed]


